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• An efficient, flexible 

SAS®-based system

• Requires minimum

investment

• Supports fax-based imaging

and split-screen viewing

• Fully-integrated with

ClinPLus® Coding and

ClinPlus® Report

• Powerful data review

and correction

• Paper-based, EDC

and hybrid capabilities
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For more than 15 years, ClinPlus®

Data Management software (CPDM)
and services have helped clients in the
pharmaceutical and biotechnology
industries manage clinical studies across
multiple therapeutic areas to generate

quality data, while meeting tight timelines
and staying within budget.

Highlights of the System 
ClinPlus Data Management (CPDM)

is a comprehensive, 21 CFR Part 11
compliant, SAS®-based system specifically

designed for managing clinical trial data
and projects. It allows users to easily
navigate the ever-changing data collection,
analysis, research, and evaluation require-
ments of today ’s clinical tri a l s . From database
design through end-of- study, CPDM prov i d e s

the means to achieve efficient data process-
i n g and high quality data with a minimum
investment in software installation and
setup.The software includes an array of
features and functions that facilitate page,
record, and query tracking; review and

cleanup cycles; complete audit trail
maintenance; and role-based security.

CPDM can support paper-based studies,
site-based entry, or any combination of the
t wo within the same study. By managing all

of your clinical data in one system, you are
ensured a smooth progression from entry

of the fi rst casebook to a clean and secure
database lock. CPDM enables you to utilize
the power of Base SAS to develop unique
databases and screens for each study, e ve n
if you are not a SAS progra m m e r. Yo u r
data is entered into SAS data sets so

t h a t i t is instantly accessible for analy s i s .

EDC, Paper, Images

As the industry slowly moves toward
site-based entry, companies are finding it
necessary to support multiple modes of

clinical data management, sometimes
within the same study. CPDM supports
site-based entry with features such as
role-based menus, electronic signatures,
and site-based security. Using software
from Citrix®, CPDM is web-enabled and

fully compatible with most browsers,
minimizing the need to qualify any
hardware and software at the site. Data is
entered directly into a central database,
meaning no intermediate data exists at
the remote site. Additionally, if some sites

are unable or unwilling to participate in
site-based entry, then traditional paper-
based data entry can be used, eliminating
the need for two separate CDM systems.
CPDM can also be integrated with image
management software, such as TeleForms®,

to support fax-based and split-screen
image data entry. Regardless of your mode
of entry, CPDM has the solution.

ClinPlus® Data Management

EXECUTIVE OV E RV I E W

Clinical Data Management is the

most important step in clinical

research. A well set up trial using

an industry leading Clinical Data

Management System (CDMS) like

ClinPlus Data Management can lead

to faster database locks, better data

analysis, and ultimately, a faster sub-

mission for marketing authorization to

the FDA.

The most efficient timeline can only

be realized when a proven, fully

supported Data Management plat-

form is utilized. Due to the increase in

the complexity of clinical trials, just a

basic knowledge of the Data

Management system is not always

adequate.The system must be highly

intuitive, flexible to different study

designs and be fully supported by

knowledgeable staff who have

industry experience. Additionally, for

ongoing productivity and performance,

a formal and thorough training

program on the system ensures

greater long-term success.
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Study Design 

CPDM has the flexibility to build
complex data entry systems as well as
simple ones. Range checks for individual
variables, intricate cursor movement, and

pop-up selection lists are among the many
items that can be incorporated. Structures
and screens can be changed mid-study in
minutes, with minimum disruption to the
data entry process. In cases where protocols
are very similar, the complete study can b e

c l o n e d and adapted quickly to additional
protocols. CPDM supports the creation
and maintenance of a library of standard
databases and screen designs.

Data Entry and Verification

With CPDM, you can perform single
or double key entry.Verification for double
key entry is done concurrently with
second ke y ; ve ri fication status is maintained
at the variable level.

Many CPDM features enhance data entry
operations in different w ay s : for example,
screens can be p r e s e n t e d in any order,
second key verification may be skipped
for specified fields, and values can be
initialized or carried over from screen to

screen.T h e s e t i m e - s aving extras strengthen
the ove rall perfo rmance of your data
p r o c e s sing team.

Data Review and

Correction Cycle

Data cleanup does not have to impact a
project’s momentum, as CPDM supports
both manual and computerized review

before, during, or after data entry. You can
maintain a library of standard questions
to speed Data Resolution Form (DRF)

preparation and to promote consistency.
Users can customize and generate DRFs
for printing, faxing, or email, as well as to
track each DRF and question.When DRFs
are returned, data processing personnel
scan or type in a pre-assigned ‘page key,’

which immediately brings up the record
for correction, saves the amended record,
updates audit trail information, a u t o-
m a t i c a l ly changes the record status, a n d ,
if all the questions for that page are
resolved, updates the page status. Thus,

each correction to the database is made
in a single action with a complete audit tra i l .

CRF Tracking 

CPDM offe rs superior capabilities fo r
accessing info rmation through all processing

phases of your project. CRFs may be
t ra c ked individually, at the visit leve l , or at
the casebook leve l ; bar codes may be used
to identify pages. CPDM supports batch
t racking and provides the ability to have
key info rmation embedded in bar codes.

Audit Trail Maintenance 

All user functions are logged, —
including all data entry/initialization actions,
changes to verified data, query —
resolution, security settings, data structure

changes, and SAS format changes.
A variety of reports are at your fingertips
that summarize the status and history of
each page/record, allowing you to meet all
audit trail requirements.

“ClinPlus Data Management is easy

t o l e a rn and manage and does not require

a dedicated system administra t o r. N ov i c e

u s e rscan navigate to their assigned tasks with

minimal tra i n i n g. The ClinPlus staff has

p r ovided immediate support to almost ev e ry

q u e s t i o n .They are very responsive and helpful

in troubleshooting and resolving issues, a n d

p r oviding insight for best practices for use

o f the product.”

— Jacqueline Flournory, Systems Analyst,

BioMerieux, Inc.
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Study Management 

Throughout each study, you’ll want
to evaluate progress, including the number
of pages at each stage of the process,
pages and queries that are past due, and
personnel performance. With a click of
the mouse, this summary information can

be easily and quickly retrieved.You can run
pre-defined data integrity checks, adjust
security levels and passwords, update data
correction codes, and create a wide
variety of tracking and performance
reports and customizable data listings.

In a single step, CPDM’s import utility
allows you to import data from other
sources, such as labs, fax, OCR, and email,
and make them system-compatible.

Perfect your data processing

operation — With CPDM ‘s efficient
data management capabilities, all of your
data processing needs are successfully met.
The data is always accessible as SAS data
sets from the beginning of entry to data-
base lock. CPDM is your complete solu-

tion for data management.

7
MORE FROM CLINPLUS

ClinPlus also offers a complete

range of support services to help

you maximize your software

investment and assure your success.

Our dedicated staff average over

10 years experience in the clinical

t rials arena, and can provide immediate

support in the following areas:

• Training 

•  Hosting

•  Study Set-Up

•  Screen Design 

•  Coding 

• Template Design

• Table & Listing Design

•  CDISC/SDTM/ADaM

Conversion 

•  SAS Programming

DZS Software Solutions, Inc.

(www.clinplus.com) is a privately held
company founded in 1996 providing
clinical trials software for clinical data

management and analysis to the biotech
and pharmaceutical industry worldwide.
Over 50 clients globally presently use
ClinPlus software for data collection and
capture, data cleansing, coding, analysis,
clinical trial management and reporting.

When the software is coupled with DZS
services and training, many ClinPlus

clients have dramatically improved
productivity and maximized the value
of clinical research investments and gained
a competitive advantage to get medicines

and products to market faster.

The ClinPlus Software Solutions

Suite for Clinical Trials provides
premium tools required by pharmaceutical

c o m p a n i e s , c o n t ract research org a n i z a t i o n s

(CROs), biotechs, and medical device
manufacturers to expedite clinical trials

and meet the strict data formatting
requirements of the FDA and other
global regulatory agencies.

The ClinPlus Software Solutions

S u i t e ’s unmatched cost-of-entry, s c a l a b i l i t y,
flexible delivery options and exceptional
training and support have gained DZS a
reputation for delivering exacting quality
and helping clients achieve early visibility
to reliable clinical data.

DZS software engineers possess
decades of statistical analysis, clinical
data management, and ADE/Drug coding
and table/list/report building experience.

This real-wo rld experience is incorp o ra t e d
into every ClinPlus system design and
is evident in the reliability and enhanced
features found in all.

About DZS Software Solutions, Inc.
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ClinPlus is a registered trademark of DZS Solutions, Inc.
SAS and all other SAS Institute Inc. product or service

names are registered trademarks or trademarks of

SAS Institute Inc. Microsoft is a registered trademark

of Microsoft Corp. in the U.S. and other countries.

Excel is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.

in the U.S. and other countries.

® indicates USA registration.

DZS Software Solutions, Inc.

+1 732.764.6969

For more information please visit:

www.clinplus.com


